
Flue Shield 
Configuration 

Rear Side Front Corner 

Parallel Installation 
with RH Glass Side

175 
[R] 900
[L] 275

300 - 

Parallel Installation 
with LH Glass Side

175 
[R] 275
[L] 900

300 - 

  DEXTER 

STANDARD FEATURES 

 Two sided combustion chamber, with your

choice of left-hand or right-hand viewing

 Smart modular system offers many possible

combination. Personalize your fireplace and
integrate it perfectly into your living
environment according to your needs. Add
modules [boxes] to the side, top or bottom,
as wood storage or bench

 Keramott Lining: a development exclusive to

Austroflamm, this material excels by an
exceptional ratio between thermal insulation
and heat conduction. As a consequence the
combustion chamber reaches higher
temperatures sooner

 Superior air wash cleaning system. Air

currents sweep the inner part of the glass,
keeping it free of dust and particles for
unparalleled fire viewing

 Self-locking door automatically closes and

locks itself back into place

 Single air control for ease of operation. The

one-hand control for the air supply is a small
lever that can be easily be adjusted for more
or less combustion air in the chamber.
Allowing you to control the burn.

 Vertical smoke exit through the top with the

option to switch to a Horizontal smoke exit
through the Rear

 Weight : 160kilos

 Maximum log width : 300mm

 Flue Spigot Size : Ø 150mm 6inch

 Minimum Dimensions with Top Extension :

1146mm high

 Internal Firebox : 480[w] x 240[d] x 380[h]

 Viewing Area : 561[w] x 340[h] x 325 [right

angle]

 Warranty : Limited 6 years manufactures

All measurements are in millimetres unless 
otherwise stated.  

Clearances Dimensions Features 

CLEARANCES BASED ON INSTALLATION WILDCAT 6” TRIPLE SKIN FLUE KIT WITH 8” 
SOLID CASINGSOLID DECORATIVE FLUE SHIELD   AND A MINIMUM OF ONE TOP 
EXTENSION BOX : [R] RIGHT HAND SIDE [L] LEFT HAND SIDE 

Information supplied is to assist you in your choice of a suitable fire. It 
is not intended to be all the information required to install the fire and 
does not replace the installation manual which provides more detailed 
information. In the interest of product development Austroflamm 
reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.  

Heat Output  9.9kW av 

Efficiency  61% av 

Coverage  up to 120m² 

Emissions  1.5 grams/kg 

Width Depth Thickness 

Hearth depth inc 300mm in front

and 175 top Rear. Thickness: Equal 
to 9mm Bellis Board or equivalent 

1120 900 9 

When the developers at Austroflamm crafted this beautiful fireplace, 

they realized that they also needed special technology to keep 

operation simple. For example, there are always only two subtle 

control elements on the Dexter: a door handle and a one-hand control 

for the supply of combustion air . 

The door lock is opened by a slight pressure on the handle opposite 

the firebox so that the fireplace door can be swung open easily. Just 

as easily, the door automatically closes and locks itself back into the 

place. This closes the combustion chamber tightly, and with a two 

sided combustion chamber you have a choice of left-hand or right-

hand side viewing.  

The body of this stove is made of a strong steel shell with aluminium 

handles, and the firebox of this fireplace is equipped with a bright, 

Austroflamm-typical Hi-Tech Keramott lining.  

With the Dexter your creativity knows no bounds. It offers many 

possible combinations with its clever module modules. These can also 

be used with their open side as a wood storage compartment and with 

the top and base boxes you determine the size and the shape of the 

structure making it your own unique combination. 




